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Abstract
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system support integrated data that is of great key importance to the business. Understanding
the challenges by identifying the power forces and improving the rate of adoption is the prime objective of any technology
implementation program. By implementing an ERP system all the business activities will minimised. When the ERP is
implemented successfully then it will give more benefits as well as when the implementation of ERP is failed it will affect the
whole business and it cause to shut down the business. So, while implementing an ERP that company should aware of ERP
systems and they have to study and understand more about ERP to implement it successfully. After the successful implementation
of ERP that company start to earn more benefits and they will easily receive the feedback from customers about their product
drawbacks. Advanced products will satisfy the customers. So, this ERP will helps to adopt the new technology to produce to
satisfied products for customers.
Keywords: enterprise resource planning (ERP), ERP implementation, critical success factor (CSF), system issue, customization,
and technology
Introduction
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is business process
software that allows an organization to use a system of
integrated applications to manage the business and automate
many back office function related to technology service and
human service. Today, industrial information systems are
mostly implemented through enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems. Many researchers assert that ERP systems are
standardized systems, utilizing a single powerful database
across the company. Although the excellent benefits of ERP
systems have led firms to move toward adopting them, many
have cited failures in ERP implementations that invoke
concentration to the nature of ERP implementation.
ERP Life Cycle
There are different levels of the ERP implementation. They
are:
 Pre-evaluation Screening
 Evaluation Package
 Project Planning
 GAP analysis
 Re-engineering
 Team training
 Testing
 Post implementation
i) Pre evaluation Screening
Once the firm has been decided to go for the ERP system, the
service for the package must start as there are hundreds of
packages, it is always better to go through and full evaluation
of a small number of packages, than doing the study of
dozens of packages. This step will be useful in reducing those
packages that are not suitable for the business process.

ii) Evaluation Package
In this step, important phases of the ERP implementation, as
the package that one choose the success or failure of the
project. Implementation of an ERP includes huge investments
and it is not easy to switch between dissimilar packages, so
the right thing is ‘do it right the first time’. Once the packages
is to be evaluated are identified, the company requires to
develop selection criteria that permit the assessment of all the
available packages on the same scale.
iii) Project Planning
In this phase the design is implementation is considered. It is
in this phase that the details of how to go about the
implementation are decided. Time schedules deadlines for the
project are arrived at. The plan is improved, roles are found
and specific care assigned. It will also conclude when begin
the project, how to complete it. A group of people working
for project by the team leaders of each implementation group
regularly does such a planning.
iv) GAP analysis
This is considered the most crucial phase for the success of
ERP implementation. This is the method through which the
firms create a complete model of where they are now, and in
which direction will they opt expected in the future. It has
been supposed even the best packages will meet only 80% of
the company’s requirements. The remaining 20% presents
problematic issues in the company’s re-engineering.
v) Re-engineering
The life time human factors are taken into consideration.
Every implementation is going to involve a significant
change in number of employees and their job often assigned,
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as the process becomes more automatic and efficient, it is
best to treat ERP as an investment as well as cost cutting size.
vi) Team training
Training is very important phase while implementation,
which takes place along with the process of implementation.
This is the phase where the firm trains its employees to
implement and later, run the system. Thus, it is plays a main
role for the company to select the right employee who has the
just attitude- people who are interested to change, learn new
belongings and are not fearful of technology and a good
knowledge.
vii) Testing
This is the phase where one tries to crack the system. One has
reached a limit where the firm is testing the real case
scenarios. The system is constructed and now you must come
up with extreme cases like system overloads, multiple users
logging on at the same time, users entering standard data,
hackers trying to access limited areas and so on. This phase is
completed to find the weak link so that it can find before its
implementation.
viii) Post implementation
Once the implementation is accomplished, the vendor and
hired consultants will go. To reap the fruit of the
implementation it is very essential that the system has wide
receipt. There should be enough employees who are trained
to handle the problems and those crops up time to time. The
system must be updated with the change in technology. The
post implementation has a different set of roles and services
than those with less cohesive kind of systems.
Use of ERP in Manufacturing Industry
Here are some reasons today’s manufacturing need a modern
ERP system:
1. Real Time Information: ERP operating software
automates all business operations, delivering of accurate
result, real-time information. ERP will improve efficiency
and productivity by helping users and navigate difficult
processes, preventing data re-entry, and increasing the
functions such as production, order completion and
delivery.
2. Reduce Cost: With one source of accurate, real-time
information, ERP software cuts an administrative and
operations cost. This will allow the manufacturers to
proactively manage the operations, avoids disruptions and
delay, cracks up the information logjams and helps users
to make conclusions more quickly.
3. Flexibility: Modern ERP software systems are very vast,
robust, flexible and configurable. They are not a

proposition, but can be tailored around the unique needs
of a firms. ERP systems also have the capability to adjust
with the ever-changing requirements of a growing firms.
4. Competition: ERP systems may need an investment, but
there’s also a money to do nothing. Operations cannot
afford to put off an ERP implementation while their
competition invests in ERP and starts raping the
profitability.
ERP Implementation Issues
 It is very essential that implementation is done in steps.
Trying to implement all at once will lead to a lot of
mistake and chaos.
 Appropriate training is very important during and after the
implementation. The staff should be easy in using the
functions or else, it will backfire, with redundant work
and applications inefficiencies.
 Lack of proper assessment of need will lead to nonavailability of certain requires functionalities. This
influence the operations in the long run and decrease the
productivity and profitability.
 Lack of support from senior management will lead to
gratuitous frustrations in work place. And also, it will
delay the operations and ineffective decisions. So, it is
needed to ensure that the senior management supports the
transformation.
 Compatibility issues with ERP modules lead to subjects in
connecting the modules. Companies associate different
vendors to implement different ERP modules, established
their competency. It is very important that there is a way
to handle compatibility issues.
 Cost expenses will result, if requirements are not properly
discussed and clear-cut during the planning phase. So,
before execution, a detailed plan with a complete failure
of requirements should be worked out.
 Investment in infrastructure is very important. ERP
functional modules will require good processing speed
and adequate storage.
Not assigning suitable budget for infrastructure will results in
less application speed and other software issues. Hardware
and software security is also very important.
Conceptual Framework
This conceptual framework describes the inputs enterprise
resource planning (ERP), ERP implementation, critical
success factor (CSF), system issues, customization and
technology will processed in ERP implementation then the
expected outcomes will be efficiency, just-in-time (JIT)
production, security, centralization, automization and
advanced products.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed about the purpose of ERP
and saw the importance of ERP implementation. This ERP
implementation will achieve more benefits to organization
when it is succeed. So, this paper will prioritize to implement
ERP with a keen study of the process and challenges of ERP
adoption in the manufacturing industry. Implementing an
ERP system successfully itself will became a technology in
present scenario.
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